
Discover In Year 4 
What a State 
This unit has its main focus around the geography and science aspects of the curriculum.  The unit begins with children looking at 
States of Matter: solids, liquids and gases. They define key properties of each state and explor the particle arrangement within them. 
They also look at reversible changes of condensation and evaporation through boiling and cooling of water,. This then develops into 
looking at the water cycle and how water travels around our world in rivers, oceans and lakes. Children visit Carding Mill Valley where 
they witness the features of a river in action: source, meander, waterfall. The unit then progresses further with children looking at the 
word “state” as in the state of the environment and how we can improve it through recycling, clean living and reducing our energy and 
water usage. Children also study and use the he work of David Hockney, an artist who’s work surrounds rivers and hills, as a stimulus 
to produce their own water colour landscapes. To end the unit children use Microsoft PowerPoint to present their knowledge on a par-
ticular aspect of their choice. 

Time Travellers: Anglo Saxons and Vikings 
This unit has a history focus where children travel  back in time to 793AD when the Anglo Saxons were already in Britain and the Vi-
kings began to invade. The topic begins with children finding artefacts which later link to each lesson to follow. Children learn where the 
Vikings came from and use maps and atlases to locate these countries on the globe. This then progresses to looking at their reasons 
for this movement and how they travelled to Britain. Children use secondary sources to research how Viking Long ships were tradition-
ally made and then create their own. We then look at a traditional Viking settlement and what life would have been like for Viking chil-
dren. Children act in role as a Viking child for a day during our Yule Tide Viking feast where children learn to play a traditional Viking 
game Hnefetafl, the Viking craft of weaving and make butter and bread from scratch. They also look at the religious beliefs of the Vi-
kings and discuss how these compare to current religious customs. To end the unit children study the events of October 14th 
1066AD—The Battle of Hasting and how this led to the end of the Viking and Saxon Era. 

Hello, Bonjour and Ola 
This unit has a geography focus where children analyse three contrasting locations across the globe: The West Midlands, Paris and Rio 
de Janeiro. Children locate these three places on the globe and explain locations using the key words of country and continent. They 
then use maps to compare the landscape and layout of these places using their new found map reading skills to help. Using this 
knowledge children describe what each area looks like and how many rivers, waterways and major road links are present in these loca-
tions. Using given data children produce line graphs and bar charts to show the contrast in climate and rainfall. Children then use sec-
ondary sources and the internet to research major tourist attractions producing their own favourite top three that they would like to visit. 
Children also look at landscape artwork studying the layout of the city from a perspective. Children use Water Colour to paint scenes of 
Rio and the Copacabana beach. They use charcoal to depict scenes of the Black Country and complete a collage showing scenes of 
Paris and the Eiffel tower. The unit culminates with children producing a holiday brochure show casing all there knowledge learnt using 
Microsoft Publisher. 

Carnival Sights and Sounds 
This links to previous studies of Rio de Janeiro but is underpinned by a science focus looking at light and sound. Children first begin the 
unit by listening to music and sounds found in a carnival using words such as tone, pitch and volume to describe. They then begin us-
ing a range of musical instruments to explore how a sound is made and that vibrations are caused to travel through the air to their ear. 
Using carnival as a stimulus children produce their own music using computer software. Using the stimulus of ‘Leon and The Place 
Between’, an award winning fiction picture book, children begin looking at the sights of carnival and the presence and absence of light. 
Children then look at the components and features of a simple and series circuit creating their own with a light bulb, switch and buzzer. 
Using this circuit and carnival music created  children retell the story of ‘Leon and The Place Between’. Finally children use computer 
software to design and produce a carnival ride.    

Producers, Predators and Prey 
This unit has a science focus looking at living things and their habitats. First we begin the unit by exploring our immediate environment, 
the school grounds, where they take park in observational drawings locating the habitats present: woodland and pond. Children then 
identify the living organisms present in these habitats through a bug hunt and a pond dipping session. We then look at the ecosystems 
and identify food chains, understanding the key terms producers, predators and prey. The unit then starts to take a wider look at the 
world and identify the further habitats present, plotting them on the globe and identifying which organisms live there and why there is a 
lack of organisms in those places with extreme climates. Children take an in-depth look at the ecosystem of the ocean during a trip to 
the National Sea life Centre Birmingham, where they get to witness and learn about the habitats and food chains in the seas as well as 
learning about key issues of conservation.  

Healthy Living 
Year 4 take part in two healthy living weeks focused around the Merridale Marathon and Sports Day. The first unit focuses around 
healthy lifestyle choices including exercise and healthy eating. Children look at the importance of a balance diet and what this looks like 
in meal terms and the importance of water as well as cooking a range of healthy, savoury dishes. They then research the origins of 
these ingredients exploring where around the world different foods come from. The second unit focusses around human body and di-
gestion. Children look at the process of food travelling through the major organs and how the body uses this. 


